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Sporting Fixtures and Results:
Netball League Fixture 3 – Sandal Castle V Dane Royd
Sandal Castle 9 – 1 Dane Royd
WOW! What a performance! This was the most skilful game out of all three matches so far. The team
worked together confidently to move the ball up and down the court; finding spaces effectively; and
communicating well with each other. We came up against a strong Dane Royd team, who defended and
attacked well in the first two sections of the game, having a 1-0 lead. However, we kept our composure
and continued to move the ball with speed and attacked, which resulted in us to scoring nine goals in a
row during the final three sections of the game. It was an amazing effort from the whole team but the
player who was awarded our ‘Player of the Match’ for her outstanding effort and improvement in
confidence, was Ayesha. We are all incredibly proud of each and every member of the team and with an
upcoming break-in-play all they can do is improve. It’s very exciting to see where this team can go!
We will now have a ‘break’ in our netball fixtures but they will continue again in March. Netball after
school club will continue on a weekly basis during this ‘break’.

Football League Fixture 3 – Sandal Castle V Dane Royd
Sandal Castle 4 – 1 Dane Royd
What a game and what a result for Sandal Castle this Thursday! We came up against a strong Dane Royd
side. Our team played with flair and finesse and were not afraid of making a strong tackle! We dominated
the midfield with intricate passing, using the ball well and finding space on the wings. As the game was
tight at half time (we were winning 2-1), we spoke of the importance of effort and continuing to apply
ourselves, so as to not let the lead slip. We were solid in defence and scored two great goals from excellent
through balls. It was an all-round top performance and we look forward to facing Sandal Magna next.

Upcoming Fixtures:
Football League Fixture 4 – Sandal Magna V Sandal Castle

Thursday 19th November at Sandal Magna Primary School, playing fields (3:45pm start).

Year 3 and 4 Benchball Tournament

Wednesday 15th November at Kettlethorpe High School (3:45pm start)

